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NEW QUESTION: 1
You have several Azure virtual machines on a virtual network
named VNet1.
You configure an Azure Storage account as shown in the
following exhibit.
Use the drop-down menus to select the answer choice that
completes each statement based on the information presented in

the graphic.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
Box 1: always
Endpoint status is enabled.
Box 2: Never
After you configure firewall and virtual network settings for
your storage account, select Allow trusted Microsoft services
to access this storage account as an exception to enable Azure
Backup service to access the network restricted storage
account.
Reference:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/storage/files/storage-ho
w-to-use-files-windows
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/azure-backup-now-support
s-storage-accounts-secured-with-azure-storage

NEW QUESTION: 2
Refer to the exhibit. A system administrator reviews the VIF
paths and discovers an error.
What is the cause of the error?
A. The switch that is connected the fabric interconnect has a
port that is unavailable.
B. The server is still booting over iSCSI.
C. The server is still booting over SAN.
D. The server has no connection to the SAN.
E. The server has the VIC with errors and needed to make an
RMA.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
Oracle Database
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A. Improved parallel Execution performance
B. Reduced logical I/O
C. Improved Serial Execution performance
D. Reduced physical I/O
E. Reduced CPU utilization
F. Reduced virtual memory utilization

Answer: A,E,F
Explanation:
* Multiprocess and Multithreaded Oracle Database Systems
Multiprocess Oracle Database (also called multiuser Oracle
Database) uses several processes to run different parts of the
Oracle Database code and additional Oracle processes for the
users-either one process for each connected user or one or more
processes shared by multiple users. Most databases are
multiuser because a primary advantage of a database is managing
data needed by multiple users simultaneously.
Each process in a database instance performs a specific job. By
dividing the work of the database and applications into several
processes, multiple users and applications can connect to an
instance simultaneously while the system gives good
performance.
* In previous releases, Oracle processes did not run as threads
on UNIX and Linux systems. Starting in Oracle Database 12c, the
multithreaded Oracle Database model enables Oracle processes to
execute as operating system threads in separate address spaces.

NEW QUESTION: 4
Travis, a computer forensics investigator, is finishing up a
case he has been working on for over a month involving
copyright infringement and embezzlement. His last task is to
prepare an investigative report for the president of the
company he has been working for.
Travis must submit a hard copy and an electronic copy to this
president. In what electronic format should Travis send this
report?
A. WPD
B. PDF
C. TIFF-8
D. DOC
Answer: B
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